In this paper I return to the question of what kind of perturbations on Alice's side of an Einstein-Rosen bridge can send messages to Bob as he enters the horizon at the other end. By definition "easy" operators do not activate messages and "hard" operators do, but there are no clear criteria to identify the difference between easy and hard. In this paper I argue that the difference is related to the time evolution of a certain measure of computational complexity, associated with the stretched horizon of Alice's black hole.
Complexity and Geometry
Computational complexity [1] does not play much of a role in gravitational physics at present (see however [2] ), but that may change. I will argue that complexity plays a key role in both the deep inner structure of the stretched horizon and the extreme long-time behavior of black holes. It determines what actions at one end of an Einstein-Rosen bridge can send signals to the other end 1 .
The framework for this paper is gauge-gravity duality [3] involving a bulk gravitational theory in ADS and a dual gauge theory. In order to count degrees of freedom [4] the scale invariance of the field theory must be broken by introducing a regulator. The details are not important but for conceptual clarity the language of a lattice theory will be used. Each lattice point represents N 2 degrees of freedom and is therefore as rich as an entire bulk region of size l ads , i.e., the radius of curvature of ADS. Take a local unitary operator E such as the limit of a small Wilson loop: if one acts with E a localized disturbance is created at one site. That's about as simple a disturbance as one can consider, in that it only depends on the degrees of freedom at one lattice site. Now let us evolve E in time.
The resulting operator is not as simple as the original E; it involves all the operators in a growing region of space. One can say that the complexity of the operator, or the disturbance it creates, is increasing. One way of describing the complexity of the disturbance is to ask how many elementary computations are needed to implement the operator. The growing complexity is connected, through the UV/IR connection with the motion of a signal from the boundary into the bulk of ADS. The tendency for complexity to increase is related both to the tendency to spread into the IR, and to the tendency to fall toward the horizon of ADS. Go back to the simple operator E and run it backward in time. It will not get any simpler; in fact it will get more complex. The simple disturbance is at a local minimum of complexity-the complexity grows in either time direction. Corresponding to that, a particle coming up from the bulk of ADS will reach a certain height and fall back. In what follows I will advocate a relations between complexity and radial distance, and between decreasing/increasing complexity and rising/falling in the gravitational field of ADS. But my real motivation is understanding the ER=EPR connection [5] and the ability of Alice to send messages to Bob.
According to [5] the only way to create a firewall behind Bob's horizon is to send it through the Einstein-Rosen bridge connecting Bob's black hole to its purification. The purification could be the black hole's Hawking radiation, a dust cloud, or another black hole. The complexity arguments in this paper indicate that sending even a simple message can be incredibly hard, comparable in difficulty to reversing the arrow of time for a large complex system.
String Model
In discussing the microscopic degrees of freedom of a black hole we would like to have a specific model to work with. Generally all we can say about the degrees of freedom is that there are A 4G of them and that they in some sense occupy a stretched horizon. Even in string theory, the detailed properties of the stretched horizon are elusive-with one exception: A Black hole and a highly excited string of the same entropy can be regarded as two ends of an adiabatic evolution, in which the string-coupling is gradually turned on. A crossover occurs at the value of the coupling at which the string length 2 l s equals the Schwarzschild radius of the black hole. At the crossover the system can be analyzed as a string, or as a black hole, with results that often agree surprisingly well [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A highly excited string can be visualized as a long chain of links [12] [13], each of length l s . The length, entropy, and energy of the string are all proportional to the number of links which we take to be N 2 . We may also think of the orientation of the links as qubits [14] .
The evolution of such a system can be regarded as a quantum computation. The typical highly excited state of a single string consists of a random walk of length L, mass M, and entropy S. These properties are related:
The string length l s is related to the Planck length by
and the crossover or correspondence point is defined by setting the Schwarzschild radius to the string length,
Notice that if we combine 2.5 with 2.2 we get the standard black hole relation 6) and using 2.4, the Bekenstein relation,
Now let's consider ADS black holes. The smallest stable ADS black hole is at the HawkingPage transition [15] . It has entropy of order N 2 , where N is the rank of the dual gauge theory; Schwarzschild radius of order l ads ; and mass of order N 2 /l ads . The outer edge of the stretched horizon is an ADS distance from the horizon of the black hole. Figure 1 is a representation of such a unit black hole. These ADS-size stable black holes are units, out of which larger higher temperature black holes can be built. If the gauge theory is regulated near the thermal wavelength, then each lattice site is a unit black hole with entropy N 2 . A larger ADS black hole qualitatively behaves like a spatial lattice of such unit black holes. Therefore, from now on we work with the unit black holes at the Hawking-Page transition. One other quantity must be specified, namely the 't Hooft coupling [16] 
we take to be of order unity. This puts the theory right at the crossover point where black holes transition to single long strings [17] . The value of the string length and the ADS length are the same at this point,
In this picture a unit black hole is a single long string of N 2 ADS-length links. The entropy is stored in the configuration of these segments. Roughly speaking each pair of neighboring segments may be thought of as a qubit representing the way the string turns from segment to segment. Another way to view the long-string model is to begin with a very coarse-grained version of the dual gauge theory. Given that λ ∼ 1, the useful gauge invariant regulated description is Hamiltonian lattice gauge theory [18] . From the UV/IR connection, one expects that the degrees of freedom of a unit black hole are captured by a large N lattice gauge theory containing just a small number of lattice sites; for example a lattice gauge theory on a single cubic cell. At large N the theory has a thermal de-confinement transition, similar to the Hawking page transition, at which the thermal entropy is dominated by states of a single long chromo-electric flux string.
The stretched horizon of a string-like black hole has a thickness of order l s . In the present case the string scale is the ADS radius, so that the stretched horizon extends out to a distance l ads ; in other words to the outer boundary of the green region in figure 1 .
The idealized strings of string theory are integrable and have exact degeneracies which we don't expect to find in black holes. The energy spectrum of a black hole is chaotic and consists of non-degenerate energy levels. The average spacing is e −S but with statistics typical of quantum-chaotic systems. Since chaos will play a key role in what follows we must assume that the thick gauge-theory strings that model a unit ADS black hole are not integrable. We will assume that they have the properties of chaotic systems 3 . For example, they thermalize and scramble. Local excitations evolve by diffusing over the length of the string. The diffusive properties allow us to make a correspondence similar to the usual UV/IR correspondence. Let us consider the long string to be in thermal equilibrium and consider a local perturbation. For example, acting with a single plaquette in the lattice theory creates a perturbation on a small number of neighboring sites along the string. Such a localized perturbation can be called ultraviolet, but with respect to the string, not the dual field theory.
In time, diffusion will spread the UV perturbation into the long wavelength (IR) modes of the string as indicated in figure 2 . The same thing is true of the gauge theory itself; in thermal equilibrium a localized excitation will diffuse outward. In both cases the outward diffusion can be identified with the tendency to fall toward the horizon. These twin tendencies-diffusing and falling toward the horizon-are also connected with the entropic description of gravity [19] in the vicinity of a horizon.
Black holes are fast scramblers that scramble quantum information very efficiently-in a scrambling time t * given by
If we replace the usual dimensional time variable by the dimensionless hyperbolic angle ω then the scrambling time is
We will assume that that the dynamical evolution of the string is governed by a Hamiltonian 
Complexity
The complexity of a particular operation can be measured by the minimum number of elementary steps that it takes to carry out the operation. Suppose we begin with a known state of the long string and apply a recognizable local perturbation to a couple of neighboring sites. We can do so by acting with a unitary operator E that acts on a single qubit in the chain 4 . By recognizable I mean that it sticks out above the thermal fluctuations. But now let the system evolve for a time. The perturbation will diffuse and become harder to recognize. Precursor operators are a useful way to think about the evolution of disturbances [26] [27][28] operator 5 . A precursor of E is defined in terms of the time development operator U by,
will be spread over many links or qubits, the number depending on the time t. By the scrambling time it will be spread over the entire string. If we know E and the evolution operator we can always undo the effects of E P by running the system through a quantum computer. The relevant question is not how hard it is to know E P , but given E P how hard it is to actually implement it on a quantum computer. The number of steps that it take to implement E P is what I mean by its complexity.
We obviously need a rule about what operations (of the quantum computer ) are allowed. If the quantum computer can apply any unitary operator in a single step, then nothing is complex. The standard rule is to assume that computations are built out of elementary units (gates), each of which involves a small number of qubits. A common example is to allow the gates to be one and two qubit gates. A two qubit gate is a unitary operator acting on two qubits. The complexity C of a unitary operator acting on a set of n qubits is the minimum number of gates that are needed to implement it.
There are two important facts about complexity that we will return to. The first is that scrambling can be accomplished with a rather small number of gates. For a system of N 2 qubits 6 scrambling can be accomplished with N 2 log N 2 gates [21] . A scrambled system may look extremely random, but its complexity is very modest. The scrambling complexity is
By the scrambling time the initially affected qubit will have interacted with every other qubit. However 3.2 is by no means the maximum complexity. Between scrambling and Haar-randomness [21] there lies a vast range of complexity that involves extremely subtle correlations. The second fact is that there is a maximum complexity C max far beyond 3.2. Any unitary operator can be implemented with an exponential number of gates [2] [29] [30] [31] . The precise coefficient in the exponent is not important and I will ignore it. Thus we may say that the maximum complexity is,
6 In this context one usually defines N to be the number of qubits. Here N refers to the rank of the dual gauge group, so the number of qubits is N 2 .
The gates can be considered to act in succession-one after another-but this is not the best way to model the evolution of systems of many degrees of freedom. In such systems, degrees of freedom can interact at the same time in small groups. To model this it is useful to think of the gates as acting in parallel. At any given time-step, we may allow N 2 /2
gates to act simultaneously [21] . Each qubit participates in a single two-qubit gate in each step. The natural time-step is the inverse temperature [22] . We will redefine the complexity of a unitary operator to be the number of such parallel operations that are required to build the operator and call it C. With this definition scrambling can be accomplished with complexity,
Complexity like entropy has a tendency to increase with time. Keeping in mind that the scrambling time satisfies 2.10, equation 3.4 suggests the following interpretation. At every unit interval of ω one parallel operation occurs in which N 2 /2 gates act simultaneously.
Moreover, this dynamics is efficient in the sense that the number of ω-intervals represents the minimum number of such steps that are needed. Thus the complexity of the black hole evolution grows linearly with time,
The growth of complexity will proceed until it reaches the maximum 3.3 at the saturation time ω = e S . The saturation time happens to also be the classical recurrence time.
What happens to the complexity after this saturation time? The answer that it remains constant for a time of order the quantum recurrence time [23] . The quantum recurrence time is doubly exponential. Among other things it is the time for a recurrence in which U becomes very close to its initial value U = 1. At this time the complexity will have recurred to its minimum value. Thus, like entropy, complexity can go either way; it sometimes increases and sometimes decreases. But if it is not near the maximum, it is overwhelmingly likely that it will increase in the next time interval-either to the future or to the past.
Complexity and the Stretched Horizon
I will propose a connection between complexity and the geometry of the stretched horizon (SH). The SH of an ADS black hole at 't Hooft λ = 1 is rather thick, lying between the mathematical horizon and a surface about one ADS length above it. The connection with complexity involves assigning a complexity to every layer within the SH. The construction, shown in figure 3 begins with an observer stationed just outside the stretched horizon at a distance l ads from the proper horizon. At time ω, the observer looks back to the surface t = 0 and sees a point a. The point is a distance Figure 3 : The red curve is the outer edge of the stretched horizon. An observer at time ω looks back to point a. This defines a mapping from ω to a layer at distance l a .
from the proper horizon. Thus we identify a time ω with a layer of the stretched horizon according to 4.1. Now using 3.5 we may also make an identification between complexity and l(a),
The value of l(a) for scrambling time is given by the Planck distance,
Beyond the scrambling time the identification becomes very unstable due to the butterfly effect, as we will see later in Sections 8 and 9. A formal continuation of 4.2 to large times would identify the maximum complexity with a minimimum distance from the horizon: 
The Thermofield Double
Our focus will be on the "two-sided" ADS system consisting of two uncoupled conformal field theories, each with a gravity dual. The thermofield double (TFD). The TFD represents the initial state of a pair of maximally entangled ADS black holes [33] located on completely separate spaces, with no interaction between them [34] [35] . The fact that they share a common Einstein-Rosen bridge represents their maximal entanglement. The entangled TDF state had the form
En |n, n (5.1)
where |n, n labels energy eigenvectors of the gauge theories and β, the inverse temperature, is of order the ADS radius,
Modeling the TFD state in the string description of the black hole is straightforward. We consider two uncoupled strings, each of length N 2 in ADS units. The strings are put into a maximally entangled configuration. In the lattice version the configurations of the strings are discrete and one may write
where n represents a closed configuration of N 2 links andn represents its mirror image.
The sum is over all configurations of the links. In many respects the TFD state is the simplest maximally entangled state. It is analogous to a unscrambled product of Bell pairs. In [17] this was described by saying that the TFD has no vertical entanglement. The development of vertical entanglement as the TDF evolves was described by Hartman and Maldacena [35] .
The TFD state is identified with the eternal ADS black hole geometry represented by the Penrose diagram 4. The geometry represented by this Penrose diagram is eternal both to the future and the past. In what follows we will assume that only the future half of the diagram is physical. The past half, t < 0 is a fiction representing the process that created the entangled system at t = 0. In figure 5 the diagram is redrawn with the lower half shaded out.
The reason for considering the lower half of the diagram to be un-physical is connected with the main theme of this paper, namely fine-tuning of initial conditions. There are initial conditions which are so fine-tuned that the increase of entropy seems to be reversed. In a gravitational context these reverse phenomena are connected with past singularities and are called white holes. After the white hole is created it is unstable to tiny effects, and therefore such initial conditions are generally deemed un-physical. Page has argued that past singularities should be censored for this reason [36] . 
Addition to Version 2
This does not mean that creating the initial TFD state is unreasonably hard. The difficulty is comparable to the following challenge:
Starting at t = 0 with two sets of N 2 qubits, all in the state |0 , create a state consisting of a product of N 2 Bell pairs. This can be accomplished using only N 2 gates. Since the gates act in parallel there is no issue of errors compounding. Therefore the construction of the TFD is not very difficult.
What it does mean is that attempting to set up the TFD by constructing its ancestor in the distant past is extremely difficult. First of all more gates are required and secondly, the system is extremely unstable during the lower half of the diagram. An example of this instability is the butterfly effect described by Shenker and Stanford [37] .
This situation of an un-physical past is not uncommon, another case being vacuum decay. The Minkowski continuation of the Coleman-DeLuccia instanton describes a bounce, but only the future half of the solution is physical. The creation of the TFD state at t = 0 may seem artificial, but it shares two important features with the creation of an ordinary black hole by collapse:
1) The preparation is not difficult.
2) The initial black hole is guaranteed to have a smooth horizon for some period after it has formed. It is tempting to propose the following slogan:
Black holes that start smooth, stay smooth 7 .
Messages From Alice to Bob
The question raised in [17] is whether Alice, who has complete control over the degrees of freedom of the left CFT system, can send a signal that Bob, on the right side, can receive. The message would travel through the Einstein-Rosen bridge and be received only after Bob jumps through the horizon of the black hole on the right side. On the face of it the answer would seem to be no. Suppose Alice sends a message by creating a local perturbation of the left CFT. The earliest Alice can do this is t = 0 since the entire system was not created until that time. If we assume that Bob cannot jump into his black hole before t = 0 then it looks like the best that Alice can do is to send a message that barely gets to Bob just as he hits the singularity. But as described in [5] and [17] , if Alice can apply non-local CFT operators she can reach into the bulk and send a message from a point that can reach Bob earlier.
Let's make Alice's task more difficult by postponing both her action, and Bob's jump, to a later time t. In her first attempt she acts by applying an easy operator E, i.e., an operator that affects a only a few adjacent links. The easy operator is minimally non-local and not complex at all. Therefore it should be localized at a distance ∼ l ads above the horizon. It is evident that acting with E will not get a signal to Bob, but for later purposes it will be useful to explain why in the complexity language.
Alice acts at time t with an easy operator E but let's agree to replace her actions by an equivalent past-precursor at t = 0. To indicate a past-precursor of a given operator I will add a superscript negative sign. Thus the past precursor of E is defined by,
To understand E − P let us think of it as the backward evolution of E for a time t. If we evolve a very simple operator like E for a time t it will become more complex. It will diffuse over the string and involve a greater number of string segments. To put it another way the operator flows from the UV to the IR as we run backward. This would be true whether we evolve forward in time or backward. Basically it is a manifestation of the second law. By the UV/IR connection the operator E − P must be localized closer to the horizon than the operator E. The same thing would be true if we use the complexity of E − P to judge its location according to 4.1.
If the complexity of E − P increases as we run the time backward, then it decreases as we go forward from t = 0. This may be interpreted as saying that the perturbation moves outward, away from the horizon, at least until time t. At that point the complexity is minimal and beyond that it begins to increase. We may regard this as evidence that the signal sent by Alice does not propagate to an advantageous point for signaling Bob because it is going in the wrong direction.
Note that applying an easy operator creates a state which is a local minimum of the complexity with respect to time evolution. The complexity can be assumed to increase in either direction. This is the counterpart to the statement that a particle moving from near the horizon toward the boundary of ADS will only get so far, and then turn around and fall back to the horizon. When the theory is regulated, the turn-around point will be at the boundary of the stretched horizon since the region beyond that has been excised by the coarse graining. This bounce is shown in the right side of figure 6 .
For her second attempt Alice utilizes a different strategy. Instead of acting with an easy operator at time t she acts with a certain future-precursor at time t. This time the precursor (which acts at positive time), is defined in terms of a fictitious easy operator, again called E, but now fictitiously acting at negative time 8 . Had a fictitious Alice acted on the fictitious past by applying the fictitious easy operator at time −t, her message would get to Bob. Indeed if the t ≥ t * the message will be a violent one [37] [38] . In reality Alice does not act with E at negative time; she acts with the future precursor E + P at positive time,
2)
The operator E + P is constructed to have exactly the same effect as E acting at −t. But unlike E the precursor is a very complex operator, and Alice has to be careful to get it precisely right, because the chaotic dynamics will defeat her if she makes a tiny mistake. The relation between E, E + P , and Bob's trajectory are shown in figure 6 . This time the Acting with an easy operator at t > 0 sends a signal to the left where it cannot be received by Bob.
Right side: Acting with a complex future-precursor E + P has the same effect as as acting earlier with the easy operator E. Bob gets the message. complexity flows from simple in the past to complex in the future. This does not make it easy for Alice. Her job is to adjust E + P so that it corresponded to something simple in the past. It's like adjusting the state of a room full of air so that if it were run backward, an over-dense pocket of air would materialize, at some specified past time, in the corner of the room.
The evolution of complexity in this case corresponds to a signal, which at early time was propagating toward the horizon; not as in the previous case, away from the horizon. We will take that to mean that Alice has successfully launched her message.
It is now possible to state the principle that distinguishes hard and easy operators [17] ; that is, operators that can send a message to Bob, from hard operators which cannot. We imagine the operators act at a positive physical time t.
Easy operators are those which are minimally complex. If evolved in either direction their complexities would increase. In particular if formally evolved to the fictitious past their complexity would increase.
Hard operators are highly complex and become less complex when evolved backward in time. They are fine-tuned to "reverse-diffuse" when evolving toward the past.
The evolution of the complexity for the two cases is illustrated in figure 7. Figure 7 : The complexity as a function of time for two cases. In both cases an operator acts at time t. In the case on the left the operator is easy and the complexity is at a minimum at t. In the second case the operator is a complex precursor and the complexity decreases into the past.
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In [17] I pointed out that resolving the AMPSS commutator paradox [39] requires a clear criterion for distinguishing hard and easy operators. Following [5] a possible criterion based on error correction was tentatively suggested. What was meant by an error was the interaction of a qubit with an environment. More simply, if Alice acts with an (unitary) operator made of her qubits on either the left-side black hole, or the analogous Hawking radiation of an evaporating black hole, we can think of that action as an error. Any error of this type can be corrected; all we have to do is apply the inverse unitary operator. Error correction is only interesting if one does not know whether an error has occurred.
Too much depends on somebody's state of knowledge when deciding if a certain error is correctable. Who that somebody is, and who does the error correcting, is totally unclear. For this and other reasons, error correctability seems an unlikely to provide a precise criterion to distinguish whether a certain operation can send a signal through the bridge.
In this paper, at the end of the previous section I advocated a different criterion based on complexity and its evolution. It is interesting to compare the two criteria-error correctability and complexity evolution-to see if they give similar results. Depending on detailed assumptions, errors in fault tolerant codes can be corrected if they involve no more than half the qubits in the code. If one knows where the errors occured, but not what they are, then errors involving fewer than half the qubits can be corrected. If one does not know which qubits the errors occured on, then errors involving fewer than a quarter of the qubits are correctable. In either case their is a sharp transition and above a certain fraction of of the total number of qubits, we expect that a perturbation will send a signal through the Einstein-Rosen bridge. In the evaporating black hole case, an interaction of the environment with more than half the photons could send a firewall according to criterion of error correctability. A possible example would be the radiation passing through a dense dust cloudand being scattered.
The criterion advocated in this paper is different. It agrees with the error correction criterion for disturbances involving few qubits, but it disagrees for more massive disturbances. Let's consider the extreme case of acting with a product of all of the qubits. That would seem to be about as serious disturbance as we can make. But although it involves every qubit, the resulting product operator is of very mild complexity. It can obviously be implemented with N 2 gates: one gate per qubit. Depending on whether we use the series or parallel definition of complexity in Section 3, the complexity of the product is
In either case this is a very modest degree of complexity. It is nowhere near saturating the complexity bound of
Therefore one can expect that such a product operator will evolve to greater complexity, both forward in time and backward. Thus, according to our criterion the product of N 2 qubits is an easy operator. Alice cannot send a signal by acting with it. With this criterion interaction of the Hawking radiation with an ordinary environment will also not create a firewall at Bob's end. It should be noted that precursors, which do send signals, typically involve all the qubits, but if t > t * they are far more complex than the simple product of qubits. They are sums of products with extremely fine-tuned coefficients. Precursors are not likely to be encountered in nature.
Butterflies and Commutators
Given that the system is chaotic, and that t is large, the operator E + P that Alice has to apply (in order to send a message to Bob) is not only complex; it is fine-tuned: the larger the time t the more fine-tuned. If Alice makes even a tiny mistake, the backward evolution will miss the target (the easy operator E) by a very wide mark. Although in principle causality does not prevent Alice from sending a message to Bob, in practice complexity makes it extremely difficult. In fact the stronger the signal Alice wishes to send [37] , the greater the fine-tuning.
What seems surprising is that Alice will be able to send the message at all by applying a very complex operator, even though no simple operator can send a message. After all, in some sense the complex operator is just a combination of simple operators. But this is no different than saying: There exist very fine-tuned complex operations, made of many simple operations, which can cause the air molecules in a room to clump in the corner, despite the fact that no simple operation can.
Suppose that just before Alice had applied the future-precursor E + P an easy perturbation e had acted 9 . Now consider what happens if E + P is evolved backward in the presence of e. The situation is analogous to attempting to run the state of a roomful of molecules back to some low entropy state. The smallest error will reverse the direction of diffusion after a short time, and undo the attempt. Alice's message, in this case, will fail to get through, because the backward evolution will completely miss E.
Alice can of course correct for the error. The corrected version of the future precursor is,
instead of E + P . The butterfly effect implies that if t is larger than the scrambling time, E + P (corrected) will be extremely different from E + P . Therefore, as observed by AMPSS, the commutator
must be large [39] . Indeed we may expect that the commutator of any e with every E + P to be large, since any small perturbation will have a large effect on every future precursor 10 .
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According to the interpretation of this paper, the non-vanishing commutator 8.2 does not imply e creates disturbances behind Bob's horizon if it acts alone. The operator e is an easy operator for which the discussion of Section 6 applies. AMPSS [39] comes to exactly the opposite conclusion: the non-commutation of e with every E + p implies that any easy disturbance will corrupt every mode behind Bob's horizon and create a firewall [40] [41] [42] . The difference of interpretation can be explained as follows:
AMPSS were reacting to a straw man; namely the proposal that is often called A = R B . In the two sided ADS [5] case this was expressed as A = A where A is a precursor that can send a particle to the mode A on Bob's end of the Einstein Rosen bridge. The idea is that degrees of freedom behind the horizon are literally equivalent to degrees of freedom, either in the Hawking radiation (A = R B ) or in the stretched horizon of Alice's black hole (A=A"). This means that everywhere that the mode A appears one should substitute A . Moreover the connection between A and A is absolutely fixed, and not susceptible to corrections of the type in 8.1. It this were correct, then indeed acting with e would disturb every A and create a firewall. There are several reasons to believe that this literal interpretation of A = R B is not correct including the fact that it would make Einstein-Rosen bridges traversable [5] [17] .
The interpretation of this paper is completely different. When a disturbance like e occurs before A it should be absorbed into the time evolution which defines the precursor of a given operator. The form of the precursor explicitly depends on whether e acted before A . This is sometimes referred to as state dependence or non-linearity of the mapping relating the CFT to the degrees of freedom behind the horizon. The authors of [39] where quite aware of the issue of state dependent non-linearity but rejected it as being inconsistent with the rules of quantum mechanics. However, some progress at formulating a state dependent map has been made by Papadodimas and Raju [45] [46] .
We will have to wait and see if non-linearity of the map is viable. If, like cloning, it is something that only happens when one tries to force a global quantum description for a geometry with disconnected causal patches (observers who fall out of causal contact), but is never observed within any single causal patch, then I see no reason to reject it.
Reverse-Diffusion Interrupted
Since the laws of physics are reversible anything that can happen, can happen in reverse 11 .
For example consider a tub of water in thermal equilibrium. At time zero, drop a bit of black ink into it. The ink will diffuse, with the density given by
Eventually the blob will be completely thermalized. It follows that the reverse diffusion process described by
is also possible. Equation 9.2 describes a fine tuned initial starting point in which a diffuse cloud of ink assembles itself into a shrinking blob, which shrinks to a point at t = T. Call it a reverse-diffuser or RD. This reverse diffusion is extraordinarily difficult to set up, but it is every bit as good a solution as the forward diffusion process. What happens if a delicately adjusted RD runs into an ordinary forward-diffusing blob (FD); who wins? The answer depends on the timing of the two blobs. If FD blob is introduced locally, shortly before the reverse blob shrinks to a point, the RD may win and continue to shrink, although it may be delayed.
On the other hand if the FD is introduced while the RD is still extremely mixed throughout the water, the delicate initial conditions will be upset, and in a short time it will join the forward-diffusing blob. The butterfly effect will have done its work and prevented the reverse diffusion from completing its mission (of creating a point-like disturbance). Now we turn to the bulk gravity description of ADS black holes. Consider two bulk gravitational situations. In the first, a simple perturbation has been launched at t = 0 from near the UV boundary [37] [38] . It moves toward the horizon, paralleling the evolution of the forward-diffusing blob. Eventually it is lost into the horizon. It has behaved exactly as the FD.
Next consider the history created by a precursor acting at t = 0. The precursor is constructed so as to become a simple perturbation at t = T,
From the bulk point of view we can think of the precursor as launched (at t=0) from a region close to the horizon, and moving toward the boundary. It is tuned to get to the boundary at t = T and then turn around. The similarity with the reverse-diffusing RD is obvious, including the bounce at time T.
Finally, consider what happens if both perturbations are introduced into the initial state at t = 0. The corresponding bulk gravity problem of evolving the combined disturbance has been solved by Shenker and Stanford [32] . I will merely indicate their result with the two diagrams in figure 8 :
If we take T < t * then after a delay the precursor will make it to the boundary. The delay is small if T << t * . The delay grows with T, and when T reaches the scrambling time t * , the second pulse becomes completely reversed before reaching the boundary. Instead it is swept along with the first pulse, to the singularity. This behavior is just what we would expect from the butterfly effect.
Stated in terms of complexity, if T > t * the complexity of the precursor never gets much smaller than 3.2. In terms of water and ink, the water remains cloudy throughout the process.
A Complexity Horizon
The Shenker-Stanford effect described above gives a new perspective of the meaning of a horizon. The diagram on the right side of figure has not accounted for the back reaction on the geometry. The diagram is not a properly drawn Penrose diagram for the obvious reason that the blue light ray has not been drawn as a straight line. One can either correct the Penrose diagram or work with the diagram as drawn, recalling that whenever a trajectory crosses the red shockwave, it has to be displaced by the appropriate amount. This includes the light rays that define the horizon of Alice's black hole. In figure 9 the figure is redrawn to include the horizon shift. The interesting point, noted by [32] , is that for T > t * the precursor disturbance never appears outside the horizon of Alice's black hole. This is to be compared with the discussion of water and ink. If there is enough time for the butterfly effect to act, the FD wave will turn the RD wave around, so that it does not have a chance to become localized.
One might say that there is a complexity horizon. Disturbances which can assemble into simple configurations are on the near side of the complexity horizon, and are eventually visible to crude observations. However the complexity horizon can be shifted by a forward diffusing perturbation so that the original perturbation is pushed back behind the 
Very Large Time
Complexity reaches an upper limit at time ω = e S . One can see this a number of ways. One way is from the fact that any unitary operator can be constructed from e S gates, but there are other ways to see that something happens at this time. First of all t cr = e S defines the classical recurrence time. It is not entirely clear what this has to do with quantum complexity. I will describe a more relevant effect. Consider a chaotic system with e S non-degenerate energy levels E i . The average separation between levels is δE ∼ e −S .
Let the state at time t = 0 be,
Assume that the F i are all real. The time evolution in this basis is very simple; each term picks up a phase,
The entire evolution is reduced to the motion of a point on an e S dimensional torus, with velocities given by
We can also picture it as e S points moving on a circle as in figure 10 , with velocities 11.3.
The energy levels are incommensurate so that the motion is ergodic. At first it is very orderly since neighboring points have extremely small relative velocities. During this time the complexity increases. For a long time neighbors remain close, but at a time of order Let us consider what this means for Alice. If she waits a time, of order e S , before applying the precursor, there will be no overall pattern to the time dependence of the complexity of E + . There will be extremely small fluctuations, but no net tendency to either increase or decrease. It is not completely clear what this means for Bob and I won't try to speculate. On even longer time scales the phases undergo quantum recurrence. The quantum recurrence time t qr is doubly exponential, t qr = e e S .
On this time scale the phases will intermittently return to a configuration in which they are all close to being real. In other words U (t) will return to unity and the complexity will become small. During this period Bob should be bombarded with signals. But for even larger t the complexity will turn around so that Bob will see nothing; and so on, to infinity 12 .
.
Conclusion (updated in V2)
A firewall is a blast of particles propagating almost parallel to the horizon, but just behind it. In [5] it was argued that the only mechanism for creating such particles is to have them originate at the opposite end of an Einstein-Rosen bridge. This paper argues that these effects are symptoms of one of two extreme situations:
1) Extreme fine-tuning of initial conditions, of the kind that lead to apparent local violations of the second law such as reverse-diffusion and white holes; or 2) Exponentially long time intervals that lead to Poincare recurrences and freak phenomena such as Boltzmann brains. Given enough time the freak phenomena become generic. The same may be true for firewalls.
The first of these conditions, although not impossible, is normally disallowed, being too unlikely to ever occur. The second may be relevant for eternal black holes, but not for evaporating black holes, which disappear long before the recurrence time. I have not discussed in any detail the evaporating black hole case. The biggest obstacle is the lack of understanding of the Einstein-Rosen bridge between a black hole to its cloud of Hawking radiation. Such a bridge is implied by the entanglement of the two [5] . Hopefully this will be remedied. However there is reason to believe that the transfer of qubits from the black hole to the radiation makes it, if anything, more difficult to send a message.
